
 

 

 

 

 

 

Central States Trucking (CST) is now Forward Intermodal 

 

What is happening with CST? 

CST is changing its name to “Forward Intermodal.” Rest assured, only our name is changing. 

You can count on the same great service and support that you are currently receiving. 

 

What is changing? 

We are proud of CST’s heritage. Our values and the way that we do business won’t change. 

How we refer to ourselves and how we market ourselves is changing to Forward Intermodal. 

This includes sales collateral, email signatures and branded merchandise.  

 

Why is CST changing its name? 

The primary reason why our name is changing is because our parent company, Forward Air, is 

growing. By rebranding all of Forward’s lines of business to reflect one company with various 

businesses, Forward is able to showcase itself as one entity – with synergies between each line 

of business.  

This is a positive change for CST because it brings us under the under the Forward banner from 

a branding perspective, so we will have greater support and connectivity to Forward’s corporate 

resources. 

 

Was CST recently purchased and will there be operational changes? 

No. This name change does not mean that CST was just sold, and we are not selling any 

portion of our intermodal division. Forward Air purchased CST seven years ago. Forward has 

been committed to providing great services and products as CST – this will not change. From 

an operational standpoint, nothing will change for CST/Forward Intermodal other than our name. 

We are simply changing our name to reflect that we are part of the Forward family of 

businesses.  

 

Will Forward Intermodal move from Chicago? 

We are still based in Chicago, and there are no plans to move our main offices. There will be no 

changes to our leadership team or operations.  



 

 

 
 
 

 

 

Will I need to rework any agreements, contracts, invoices or paperwork? 

No. CST is still our legal name. There’s no need to update any documents or contracts with 

“Forward Intermodal.” All invoices will still show CST. Additionally, our SCAC code, DOT and 

MC number will not change. 

 

Will I still work through my current Sales representative? 

Yes. Your sales rep will not change.  

 

What about Customer service and support? 

The customer service team will not change. They are still available to support you via the same 

channels.  

 

Will there be changes to Airfreight and Linehaul divisions?  

Although our name will evolve to “Forward Intermodal,” our non-intermodal businesses will 

remain unchanged. 

 

Any other questions or concerns?  

Please reach out to your local Sales Manager or Customer Service Representative who would 

be happy to assist. 

 

 

 


